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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW  
September 8, 2021      
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA 
 
 
Q.  We just wanted to get some comments from you on the 20th anniversary of 9/11 
this week and just being back here in St. Louis and your memories from that morning 
especially. 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Yeah, amazing, huh? 20 years ago, 9/11, St. Louis. 
 
Tuesday morning Tiger and I teed off on the back nine about 8:30, just me and him, and 
when we were in 11 fairway, I think, 8:48 the first plane hit, right? I think his security guy said 
a plane just hit one of the World Trade Center towers. But he didn't know if it was just a little 
small plane, if some guy just was going to kill himself or what it was. Then we found out on 
the next hole it was a big plane, a 757 or whatever it was. 
 
Then another hole went by, I think it was a par-3. Then on 13 he said another plane just hit 
the other tower. We're like, oh, my God, really?  
 
Then the next hole he says, yeah, another plane's highjacked heading towards D.C., and 
then of course the other one that passengers took into the ground.  Yeah, every hole was 
just more bad news.  
 
Then I'm walking up 18 fairway, we were only going to play nine anyway, and I'm standing 
next to Tiger Woods and it dawned on me, I said, this might not be the smartest thing to do, 
standing right next to the world's most famous athlete, right? Holy cow. 
 
Then we got in and everybody was just sitting in the locker room with their jaw hanging 
down, just looking at the TV and just, you know, it was terrible. 
 
Q.  Were you just playing golf through that or did you guys have any back and forth 
about what you were hearing? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  We were talking about it a little bit, but we really didn't know what 
the heck was going on to that extent. We kind of figured it wasn't good, that our country was 
under attack, but then as the afternoon went on, everybody's just sitting in their hotel room. 
Then of course they canceled the tournament. Now everybody's scrambling for a rental car. I 
was lucky to get one Wednesday night and basically drove nonstop back to Phoenix, 
1,600 miles. I got there in 19 hours counting gas stops. 
 
Q.  You didn't stop otherwise? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  No. Fill up with gas, get something to eat, go to the bathroom 
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and then go until I needed gas again and do the same thing. Six tanks of gas and a lot of 
Coca-Cola's. I don't even know if Red Bull was invented then, I don't remember. 
 
Yeah, I blew by a couple cops going about 105. I went 100 to 110 the whole way. I had a 
great rental car, it was a Pontiac Grand Am, I think, and it was comfortable and it had a great 
stereo and rode great at 110. They didn't pull me over. There weren't very many cars on the 
road, so it was just -- I got there in 19 hours. 
 
Q.  Do you remember, did somebody actually come out? Like I think I remembered 
anyway, I may have remembered wrong, but I thought they came out and told you 
guys, hey, or did you go ahead and finish the nine holes? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Yeah, we finished the nine holes. I can't remember if they told us 
with a few to go what was going on exactly, but we did. We probably played the nine holes in 
an hour 15 minutes, so we were just playing the hole, not hitting putts or chips or anything. 
We just got it done and got in and saw what was going on. 
 
Q.  Had you thought about it at all until this, that here it is 20 years later and you're 
back in St. Louis? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  We talked about it yesterday. I really didn't -- I obviously knew 
9/11 was coming up, but it didn't really dawn on me that we're back in St. Louis 20 years 
later. Pretty amazing. 
 
Q.  And at the time you had no idea this was terrorism. I mean the idea that it was 
terrorism came later because I know people in this area that thought it was military 
and they were worried because Boeing had a military aircraft production here in town, 
this is a likely destination if this was a military attack? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Right, right, true. No, I mean, like I said, we really didn't know 
until we got in and just listened to the news and watched it all on TV to see what the heck 
was going on. 
 
Q.  I remember Tiger also -- obviously he had Buick as his sponsor at the time, he got 
a car and drove home to Florida. Did you guys talk while you were driving? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  No, me and him didn't. Actually, my two bosses from Ping were 
there and they got a car before I did, so they left before me and we were talking, where you 
at, where you at. I said, oh, I'm an hour behind you or whatever. At some point they must 
have pulled over and got gas and I blew by them because next time we talked I was about 
an hour ahead of them. I said, I don't know how fast you're going, but I'm pretty sure I blew 
by you somewhere. 
 
Q.  Do you remember how many guys were sitting around in the clubhouse and for 
how long watching? 
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MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Probably a good 25 to 35, probably around 30 would be my 
guess. And the rest of them hadn't gotten to the course yet and were still -- because a lot of 
guys, during practice rounds or whatever, they like to sleep in and just take it easy and show 
up and play in the afternoon. There was probably a good 30 guys sitting in there. 
 
Q.  For how long, do you remember? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  And then the tournament was canceled that afternoon, which we 
kind of figured was going to happen. 
 
Q.  I remember, for the record, anyway --  
 
BILLY ANDRADE:  Welcome back.  
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Thanks, Billy. My team was awesome by the way, 16 under. Girl 
power. They were amazing.   
 
BILLY ANDRADE:  You look like you're out of central casting for like any Netflix --   
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  I could do that, yeah. I've watched plenty of it. I know every 
show. 
 
Q.  I remember, and again of course this is they're being interviewed and being asked, 
but I remember I quoted a few guys who wanted to go ahead and play because they 
didn't want to give them the satisfaction of disrupting -- 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  Did most guys feel like it was the right thing to do, to cancel? 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  I think so. And then in the week following, because the Ryder 
Cup was a couple weeks after that, so that was a big discussion. Curtis was calling every 
player, what's your stance. I said, man, if everybody's in, I'm in, I'm good to go. Then 
obviously that got canceled. That was probably the best decision. 
 
Q.  Because I was out there on Friday morning and the Europeans were still hitting 
balls because they couldn't go anywhere.  
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Right. 
 
Q.  They didn't have any hesitancy, they wanted the Ryder Cup to take place, but in 
retrospect -- 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Right. When Curtis, he kept call me every day, what do you 
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think, how are you feeling. Like I said, I said I'm in, if we're going to go, I'm in. Then he kind 
of was telling me, it doesn't look too good. I said, well, I certainly understand. 
 
Q.  Do you remember that drive well and what was -- I mean, were you -- did you give 
this a lot of thought? You had a lot of time to think about something. 
 
MARK CALCAVECCHIA:  Yeah, yeah, I did. Was on my phone a lot. Mainly just listening to 
music and just still thinking about it. You still see the plane flying into the building and it's 
just...  
  


